Sharing the roads safely

Down:
1. Bicyclists usually have the same rights and responsibilities as any motor_____.
2. Most states have move over laws for ______ and hazard vehicles - you must move over or slow down and give them space.
3. Do not pass a school ___ with flashing red lights or an extended stop arm.
4. Highway work zone sites can be a challenge to ______.
5. Be ______ around bicyclists; give them their space and pass with care.
6. Use the “what-if” ______ when driving near motorcyclists.
7. If the amber lights on a school bus are flashing, the bus is about to ____.
8. Larger vehicles need more ____ to make turns.
9. The larger the vehicle and the higher the speed, the _____ it takes for it to stop.
10. Use a safe following distance when behind a ________

Across:
1. Vehicle, 4-driver, 6-strategy, 7-stop, 1-vehicle, 2-emergency, 3-bus, 5-patient, 9-longer